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Preface
This volume contains the extended papers from ﬁve presentations of the doctoral
symposium that was organised as part of IFM2005.
The conference on Integrated Formal Methods was held for the ﬁfth time in
November/December 2005, at the Technische Universiteit Eindhoven in The Nether-
lands. The conference addressed the integration of formal methods, and attempted
to provide meaningful and eﬀective answers to questions regarding inter-model con-
sistency, and completeness and correctness of implementations.
The ﬁrst IFM doctoral symposium had been organised in 2004 at the University
of Canterbury (Kent, UK) as an event preceding the main IFM’04 conference. This
was clearly appreciated as quite a few Ph.D. students participated. There were not
so many opportunities in this research area for Ph.D. students to present their work
outside a regular conference setting, and without being forced to write full-ﬂedged
papers. We felt the initiative deserved to be continued, and organised a doctoral
symposium for IFM2005 as well.
The IFM2005 doctoral symposium attracted 20 submissions from all over Eu-
rope, from which 13 quality presentations were selected. The symposium proved a
lively and interesting occasion where young researchers beneﬁted from the experi-
ence of presenting their work in public, getting feedback from their colleagues, and
attending the invited tutorial as well as the main conference.
Afterwards, based on proposals by the symposium speakers for extending their
contribution, we invited a selection for submission, and ﬁnally accepted ﬁve ex-
tended symposium papers.
Description of the Contributions
We now provide a short overview of the papers in the current issue.
Ama´lio (with co-authors Polack and Stepney) integrates semi-formal notations
with formal modelling languages. A formal pattern language is combined with
rigorous model-driven development (MDD). The approach tries to integrate the
rigour needed for formal analysis into well-established development processes. This
is illustrated with a framework that combines UML and Z.
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Developing test suites is a costly and error-prone process. Model-based test
generation tools facilitate this process, but depend on the size of the target systems,
which in turn depends on the data parameter space. Hence Calame´ (with co-
authors Ioustinova and van de Pol) proposes to generate test cases by combining
data abstraction, enumerative test generation and constraint-solving.
Ho¨fner generalises Zhou and Hansen’s Neighbourhood Logic (NL) to the alge-
braic structure of idempotent semi-ring of intervals and further to Kleene algebras.
Most properties of NL then follow from Galois connections directly. The integrat-
ing power of this method is nicely demonstrated by expressing Allen’s 13 relations
between intervals to semi-ring neighbours. A possible application to hybrid systems
is described as well.
The contribution of van Leeuwen deals with the generation of veriﬁcation condi-
tions for programming logics. Usually, veriﬁcation condition generators are mono-
lithic encapsulations of a programming language’s semantics. Van Leeuwen pro-
poses a compositional method of building veriﬁcation condition generators, using
ideas from monadic denotational semantics and from generic programming.
Finally, hybrid systems are studied in the double PhD research by Man and
Schiﬀelers (with co-authors van Beek, Rooda, and Reniers). They describe the
formalism χ (Chi), well suited for modeling, simulation and veriﬁcation of hybrid
systems. The χ formalism is related to other formalisms by means of translation
schemes from continuous-time PWA systems, discrete-time PWA systems, and hy-
brid automata to χ; and back from χ to hybrid automata. This facilitates reuse of
tools for model checking and code generation.
These papers have been refereed by volunteering members from the IFM2005
program committee, whose help is gratefully acknowledged.
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